
‘Masterful’
(The Wee Review)

‘Ingenious’
(UK Theatre Network)

A piece of impressive puppet-theatre with powerful live music. 

Boulder follows the mythical struggle of one man, rolling a colossal stone.

Stunning visuals and beautiful live music come together to create a 

breath-taking and moving piece of epic puppet theatre. In this reimagining

of the Greek myth of Sisyphus, an intricately designed puppet struggles to

 move a colossal stone. Doomed with the hopeless task of pushing the

  rock up a hill, he is condemned to watch it roll back down. Trapped in

an endless cycle, the man wrestles with his pointless existence and

curses the futility of life. Philosophical, folk-driven visual-theatre, with 

transforming wooden set and earthy animation, Boulder offers audiences an 

exploration on human ambition, and the search for meaning. 

Accompanied by roaming cello and atmospheric voices, 

with original music written and performed by songwriter Avi Simmons.

TTrailer here: https://vimeo.com/331643568. Full length video on request.

Audience: Adults (Recommended 12+)

Length: 60mins (No Interval)

Contact: touring@halfastring.co.uk, www.halfastring.co.uk

Performance Style & Key Themes:
Puppetry               Ambition
Live Music              Contentment
Visual ArtVisual Art               Myth
Folk                     Struggle
Animation



More about the company:

Technical Requirements:
(Please contact peter@halfastring.co.uk with any questions) 

Minimum performance area: 

Width: 7m Depth: 5m

Lighting: 

Detailed plans available on request.

Sound:Sound:
2 Trantec S5.3 G2U Beltpack Systems
Dynamic mic onstage with loop Station  
Fold back speaker DSL

Other:
Haze
On stage projection run to tech box. (projector provided by company)
GGet in: 5hrs, Get out: 1.5hrs

 Creating theatrical things that surprise and defy expectation by taking a life of their own.  

Proudly presenting unique productions of visually stunning and heartfelt theatre. 

Intricate puppetry crossing generations to create truly memorable experiences. 

Powerful stories resonating through physical objects and live music.
 

Half a String’s first production A Heart at Sea was launched in April 2016 in a secret 
ggarden, in the pilgrim’s city of Canterbury. Since then it has grown into a performance that
is touring nationally 2017-2018, was nominated for Les Enfant Terribles' LET AWARD, 
sold-out a run at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2017, and won the Drayton Arms Eddies 
Award. Half a String is also a Marlowe supported company and is creating new

exciting work in Kent.

‘Masterful in their design and execution, Half A String have created something very special here.’
(The Wee Review, 2019)

‘Imaginative, ingenious and visually stunning’
(UK Theatre Network, 2019)

‘this creation is remarkable’
(The Skinny, 2019)


